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ABSTRACT and SUMMARY

We trace the evolution with energy of a lowest-order microscopic

model for nucleus-nucleus interactions from 10 MeV/nucleon to 1 TeV/nuc-

leon incident energies. There are three essential questions investiga-

ted; first, what is the interaction and how carefully must we obtain

its ingredients; second, what is the appropriate dynamical framework in

which to employ this interaction; and third, for what processes do we

expect this lowest order model to be valid. To answer the first question,

we present a development of an optical potential model obtained by

folding the densities of the interacting nuclei with a suitably renor-

malized nucleon-nucleon force. At low energies (< 50 MeV/nucleon)

there is sufficient data to demonstrate marked sensitivity to the choices

of density and range of the elementary force. When the densities are

taken with correct asymptotic properties and the interaction has a
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one-pion exchange range good agreement with the available a particle

data is obtained In the diffractive region of elastic scattering. Com-

parison with the data in this lower energy region also demonstrates that

all the parameters appear to be calculable. Predictive power is thus

obtained. The energy dependence of the important density overlap

region is then studied. In the elastic channel the density overlap is

shown to increase with energy so that the surface and interior region of

the nucleus-nucleus interaction becomes more important at higher energies.

For the dynamical framework, in answer to the second question, we employ

the SchcHdinger equation at low energy and examine how the results

may be approximated by an eikonal treatment at intermediate (40-70 MeV/

nucleon) energies. The differences between an eikonal approximation

and the optical limit of the Glauber approximation are seen to be very

important in this region. Here, the Glauber approximation with, possibly,

a Fauli correction can do better than the simple eikonal. This is

possible since there are up to 40% differences in the interaction strengths

required to fit the 40 MeV/aucleon data in the SchrUdinger and Glauber

frameworks. To answer the third question we show how the lowest order

optical potential is useful for peripheral processes at low to moderate

energies in the SchrHdinger framework. However, with increasing energy,

as the impulse approximation becomes more valid, the model may be exten-

ded for use with other processes as well. Results have been obtained

by Barshay, Dover and Vary with a Glauber approach at Bevaiac energies

(0.1-4.0 GeV/nucleon) to examine the question of whether the Nucleus-

nucleus total, reaction, and elastic cross-sections factorize. We

find that factorization holds to 20% if the radii of the projectile and

target nuclei do not differ by more than 507a, This fact and the gross

violation of factorization when the nuclei are very different in size
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are interpreted in the context of a simple geometric model. Within

this same microscopic framework we discuss mean multlplicltes of

particles produced in nucleus-nucleus collisions at high energies. We

perform this calculation by an extension of the methods proposed by Dar

and Vary to obtain multiplicities in nucleon-nucleus collisions. It Is

concluded that moderate to heavy target multiplicities and their energy

dependence in nucleus-nucleus collisions will help distinguish between

the various types of proposed production mechanisms. If, as is sus-

pected based on present nucleon-nucleus results, a two step mechanism is

involved, then nucleus-nucleus collisions are found to offer a unique

opportunity to study the interactions of the intermediate particles (clusters,

fireballs, or whatever). Production of a super fireball is contemplated

and some consequences are delineated.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

With the advent of heavy ions at high energies a very broad

research field has opened up. It potentially bridges the gap between

conventional nuclear physics, high energy physics and nuclear chemistry.

Researchers from these fields have been drawn together by the exciting

possibilities envisaged with beams of high energy heavy-ions.

It is our belief that the methods of microscopic nuclear theory

will play an important role in many high energy heavy-ion studies. The

simple approach we propose should provide a backdrop of results which

forms a basis for analyses of experiments and comparison with other

models. Two applications we discuss here in the microscopic frame-

work are the questions of factorization and mean multiplicites in

multiparticle production. These exemplify our viewpoint in

two ways. First, as in the case of factorization, it provides
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a aec of prediction* which could aerve at> a gulda In mapping out experi-

mental program that concentrate on ragiona of behavior when the con-

ventional microscopic approach disagrees with othar hypotheses. Second,

aa in tha caaa of multlpllcltiae, thia model can b* roupled with a

aelection of parcicla-phyalcs models (for the multipsrtlcle production

mechanisms) to exploit the many nucleon media and dittaraine which of

the pttrtlcle-physlca models ara tenable and which ara not.

II. HOOEL. FDR THE KnOttlAl. VIA AKALOCV

For pedantic purposes i t la convenient to flrat sketch tha main

reaulta by means of analogy with Che static Coulomb potential between

two distributed charges such aa displayed in Fig. I. If V i«

the radius vector separating the two centera of charge defined in analogy

with the center of mass than tha classical static potential is lust

U c o u l ( ? ) " J * \ P1<?1> f * \ V V {g*g , g |

where r^ and r^ are Internal radial vcctora locating polnte of charge

within their respective distributiona p| and p.. In order to pass to

the strong interaction situation we replace the Coulomb force, a /r,

by an appropriate short ranged nucleon-nucleon interaction, v{r)

f % C1 -< -« -v(r) - ldJr, P.(r.) JdJr,' p,<r.) v<r • r, - r,>J J r2>

If we, in addition, make the assumption of a tern ranged nucleon-nuclcon

Interaction

(3)
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ue obtain

- v /d
3V(r> - v /d
3r2 Pl{r2 - r)

It can ba shown ehac tlia appropriate constant in the Halt of high

energy nucleus-nucleus scattering ia

where H la the nucleon mass and f(0) ta the complex forward nucleon-

nueteon scattering amplitude evaluated at the incident lab energy per

nucleon. Tltia then yielda our first and simplest approximation to the

lowcat order optical potential Cor ion-ion interaction!

2
) IdV frjU'

(5)

Vopt<?> " " H HOi '* «' fr'(t'" F> P » < F > ) < W >

It 1* already clear that ehla ton of the aodel ignore* the spin

and itoapin degrees of freedom it Che nuclcone though the above treatment

is eaaily generalised to this level. Nowhere did the aptn statistics

enter so the Paul! principle has been Ignored except to the extent It

participates in the one body density distributions. Dispersive effects

due to, among other things, the polarlsabillty of the two dlatrlbutlons

have not entered. Indeed, the analogy with Couloab potentials clearly

negt«cts all rearrangement processes. The internal Fermi awtion of the

constltutents and binding effect* (off-shell effects) also remain to be

included. Theoretical adjustments to f(0) that approximately correct

for some of these inadequacies will be introduced and studied.

We explain in more detail below an extension to Include finite



range which results In an Improved form of VQ , namely

v (r).. *ai -Sfc/iV^, fA^y:^^1^ (6b)
O p t M / J » ' \ J " / X X * / £ 4 4

where 7 Is a range parameter and £(0) Includes certain many-body effects.

This additional complexity is shown to be essential In achieving a high

quality description of the low-energy data.

At this point all ingredients are, In principle, calculable or

obtainable by Independent measurements. Is this adequate to explain the

ion-ion data at low energies? As a consequence of the many approximations

one may suspect it is not. Therefore we assume that some of the remaining

important corrections can be simulated by adjusting 1. This is the

degree to which we are willing to confess our Ignorance at low energies.

A two-pronged effort is thus necessary to test a model whose geometry is

fixed by our knowledge of nuclear densities and the range of the nucleon-

nucleon force. We both calculate f(0) theoretically and fit the experi-

mental data to obtain the "best fit" 1(0). Comparing the thoeretlcal

and best fit results for "f(0) and the quality of the angular distribu-

tions Instructs us on the validity and shortcomings of the model. This
1-11

distinguishes the present effort from those of other investigators

of various semi-microscopic models.
12

The effort as outlined above was initially conducted with

densities taken from fits to electron scattering data. This approximation

as well as a zero-ranged force with a phenomenological strength were

found useful for some peripheral ion-Ion processes. However, a desire

to understand the strength constant on a theoretical basis has led to

a set of Improvements.

In this talk we outline the Improved low energy results (10-40
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MeV/nucleon) obtained with a more careful treatment of the densities

coupled with a finite range nucleon-nucleon force. Only after carefully

treating densities and range effects can one extract an understanding of

the role of many-body effects exhibited in the ion-ion interaction

data. Specifically, we concern ourselves with how these many body effects

evolve with energy. It will also be argued why this complexity is con-

siderably less important as one goes to higher energies and heavier

projectiles.

III. DYNAMICAL FRAMEWORK

There is, of course, a vast body of literature dealing with

theoretical approaches to the nucleon-nucleus potential and it* appro-

priate dynamical framework. There is much overlap of ideas but also

many subtle differences in these approaches. It Is beyond the scope of

this talk to attempt to summarise, categorize or even refer to these

efforts. The model we deal with here may easily be obtained from some

of the above mentioned efforts by straightforward extension.
13

In a forthcoming work we present an approach which maintains

close contact with standard non-relativlstlc many-body theory. Here we

only summarize the assumptions and the conclusions of such a model.

In the center of mass of two interacting nuclei, 1 and 2, we

describe the system by the total Hamiltonlan

11 " T12 + V12 + "l * H2

where H^ and Hg represent the internal Hamlltonlans for the two nuclei

which consist of Aj and Aj nucleons respectively, T,2 represents the

kinetic energy operator of relative motion and V^, is the Interaction

potential between them. He assume only two-body forces, v.,, for the

nucleus-nucleus interaction
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V 1 2 "
i-1 J-l

We assume a complete aet of internal aolutiona are obtainable

(9)

9 9 9 9

where n indexes solutions sequentially (n«0 being the ground state)

and passes to a continuous variable for scattering solutions. The proper

solutions are internally ant isy one trie and functions of 3A.-3 and 3^-3

variables respectively.

The problem to solve is

HV • E'ji (10)

let us restrict ourselves first to elastic scattering (throughout this

talk "elastic" refers to the case where the projectile and target are in

their ground states intially and finally while inelastic Includes all

other scattering states) for which a convenient expansion of the total

wavefunction is just

*t

where CL represents the operator that antiayorneterizes the nucleona of

1 with those of 2 and q> is the ion-ion relative motion wave function.
ran

If we denote by o^ and a, the 3/^-3 and 3Aj-3 internal coordinates

and form the following inner product

(5° 4°)* (H-E) * daxda2 - 0 (12)
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13
one may obtain an infinite set of coupled integro-differential equations

(T12 + V-E)q>00 = everything else (13)

where V is given by Eq. (2) when the nucleon-nucleon force is assumed

local, and spin and isospin independent. Thus we have formally obtained

the appropriate dynamical framework in which to employ the simple potential

given by Eq. (2). All the exchange processes between the two ions, the

coupling to breakup and other inelastic channels, etc., has been shifted

to the right hand side of Eq. (13).

The formal solution to the model at this stage is not attainable

for two reasons. First, the nucleon-nucleon potential may possess a

hard core which would cause the nucleus-nucleus potential, V, to diverge.

Second, the couplings to an infinite number of channels on the RHS of

(13) are not numerically tractable.

In order to proceed we need to employ some multiple scattering
14

summation. If we were to follow Herman, McManus and Thaler we would

invoke the Watson, on-shell, multiple scattering formalism and expect

the model only to be useful at very high energies since it neglectB many

body effects. Instead we wish to obtain results for

lower energy regions where the comparison with data is feasible in order
15

to test the model. Thus we follow the spirit of HUfner and Mahaux

and invoke a Brueckner multiple scattering summation defined by

C14>

where HQ is some appropriate two-center single particle H«miltonien

and Q is the Pauli operator that forbids intermediate two particle states
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which are normally occupied. Ue interpret q/(E) as the full two particle

scattering operator in the two-ion medium. It represents a sum of an

infinite series of v interactions where one nucleon in the projectile

scatters with one in the target through all available one-particle one-

hole excitations of the projectile and target.

In the limit of two heavy ions uniform over all space the Im<4/(E,6*0)

is proportional via the optical theorem to the probability

that the final two-particle state is not the initial two-particle state.

In this limit we establish a connection with the conventional-

interpretation of the ion-ion optical potential. That is, to some approx-

imation, our substitution of v with a complex Or operator yields a reduction

in the number of coupled channels we have to consider explicitly in (13).

All the lp-lh excitations of the projectile and target have been taken

out of the dynamical framework and lumped into an effective potential.

Furthermore we do not wish to consider any of the remaining coupled

channels initially so we merely neglect the remaining terms on the right

hand side of Eq. (13).

This then yields our starting position for the potential model

and the practical dynamical framework in which it can be employed. He

must new assess the validity of this approach. After demonstrating its

validity by comparing with low energy data we are encouraged to proceed

to higher energies where our approximations should have greater validity.

IV. INGREDIENTS OF THE ION-ION POTENTIAL

AND VALIDITY TESTS FOR THE MODEL

A. Densities - electron scattering versus shell model
12

In an initial effort only electron scattering densities were

employed and certain irregularities were observed in analyses of 0 and
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1 80 data. An analysis of semiclassical paths followed by the heavy-

ions indicated strong sensitivity to the densities in the asymptotic or

"far tail" region. This region of the density is not well determined by electron

scattering studies and, in fact, the 3-parameter charge distributions

proposer* as fits to that data often have physically undesirable properties In

the far tall region. This indicated that If one ever wished a meaning-

ful comparison between theoretical and best fit values of f(0) and the

consequent emergence of true predictive power one would have to exercise

great care in obtaining mass densities for nuclei valid all the way into

the far tail region. Later on in the talk we show why lens care is re-

quired at higher energies. For shell model mass densities of light nuclei

(A < 66) we have taken average single particle well parameters from the
16

extensive study of Millener and Hodgson, computed all the single particle

wave functions and summed their absolute squares with appropriate occupation

weights. For Pb we have obtained the density dependent Hartree-Fock
17

results of J. Negele. All these densities should yield high quality

agreement with electron scattering data and thus satisfy that constraint

as well as proper behavior in the asymptotic density region.

40
Figure 2 displays the Ca and or densities obtained in different

ways where their centers have been separated by the "strong absorption

radius" at 10 HeV/nucleon. This radius is defined, a posteriori, as

the distance of closest approach cf that semiclassical trajectory where

the probability of inelastic processes reaches 1/2. One merely interpolates

an "^no" value from a standard calculation of the transmission coefficients,
. 2iS. .,

(1 -|a I ) , such that the transmission coefficient would be 0.5, and

converts J&,;, t0 a radius using the Coulomb shifted semiclassical distance

of closest approach:
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2 Z2e
2

where T) is the Sommerfeld parameter — ^ and k is the ion-Ion relative

wave number. It Is a fairly model independent quantity always being

well determined by the data. The figure demonstrates that the densities

contributing to V are those in the far tails at 10 MeV/nucleon.

Besides indicating the necessity for care in the selection of densities

at low energies this substantiates the claim that a low-density expansion

for the ion-ion potential should be quite valid for applications at low

energy. This contrasts with the corresponding nucleon-nucleus potential

at low energies since, there, more penetration occurs and interior dyna-

mics are considerably more important. The more highly absorbing ion-ion

situation enhances the validity of a lowest order theoretical model

especially for peripheral processes. As energy increases more significant

matter overlap can be expected for the elastic channel trajectories

but this will be shown not to occur until quite high energies where the

impulse approximation becomes valid. Thus a switch in dynamical frame-

work to Glauber theory at high energies will preserve the usefulness of

the lowest order microscopic interactions.

B. Hucleon-nucleon interaction

The basic ansatz for the renormalized nucleon-nucleon force is

2nfi2I(0) 2 , 2
55 N ye"

r /7 (16)

where N is chosen to yield a normalization to unity of the Gaussian

interaction. This simple ansatz satisfies the constraint discussed by Moszkowski
18

in a previous talk that the volume integral of a, yields the above constant

times the forward scattering amplitude. The ansatz also permits separation of
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geometric range effects on the optical potential from the many body

effects on the strength. With this simple isolation of many-body effects

we shall easily see that the simple physical intuition goes a long way to

understanding these effects. Before attempting to calculate f(0) (which

contains all the energy dependence) let us examine whether the low energy

data demand the finite range contribution to the geometry of V . Figure

3 displays the X2/pt resulting from a fit of f(0) to the 140 MeV Univ-

19
ersity of Maryland a data as a function of the range parameter, 7. For

all three targets there is sharp sensitivity to the choice of range with

the best fit being in the vicinity of y = 1.25fm. When corrected for

finite proton size left in the a density this yields a nucleon-nucleon

force of range ~ 1.40 + 0.25fm as determined by the data. We take this

as an acceptable range consistent with current thinking on ranges of

effective nucleon-nucleon forces. As one moves to heavier projectiles

one may expect less sensitivity to this range parameter.

The next question is the effect on the best fit f(O) results due

to different ranges. This is shown in Fig. 4. A simple, nearly linear,

behavior with range is obtained for both the real and the imaginary parts

and this can be easily understood. The finite range introduces a smearing

function into V ., increasing the geometrical strength of its long range

component smoothly with increasing '/. A reduction in strength of f(0)

results to keep the strength of V at the strong absorption radius

approximately fixed. Clearly then, finite range effects on geometry must

be included for meaningful comparison between theoretical and best fit

values of 1(0).

We calculate f(0) in the following way in order to elucidate the

many-body effects as much as possible. First we start with the on-shell
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phase shifts as obtained in fits to the two body scattering data by
20

MacGregor, Arndt and Wright , and obtain f(0) by summing the s, p and

d partial waves. Then, since we desire an average interaction corrected

for many-body effects we perform two averages and two corrections

sequentially in a Fermi gas approach as follows:

i) Average over spin and isospin statistics. We define the

fraction of non-identical particle collisions

N1Z2 + Z1N2
Al*2

where N and Z represent neutron number and proton number, respectively

of the interacting ions 1 and 2. Then we evaluate the average amplitude

f(0) = £fnp(0) + (l-Qfpp(O) (18)

For an N=Z projectile on an arbitrary target £=1/2 and the results of

this procedure are demonstrated at the top of Figs. Sa and 5b for the

real and imaginary components respectively of f(0). All quantities are

plotted on a scale of incident lab kinetic energy from 0 to 70 MeV. At

the highest energy depicted we expect about a 2-37, error in f and f

due to neglect of the higher partial waves.

ii) Average over the Fermi motion. This we do because we want

to eliminate the complexity of the full momentum dependence of the

nucleon-nucleon interaction. The nucleons colliding in the two-ion

medium sample a wide range of momentum components of the interaction

due to their Fermi motion. If both nuclei are represented by Fermi

gases, the average amplitude is
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KF S

Jo
f(0) = -f 1 (19)

fa /'
where K_ and K_ are the appropriate Fermi momenta, and kL is the

*l F2 D

incident lab momentum per nucleon (the drift momentum). We take IC, to

be the same for projectile and target and speculate, based on the density

overlap shown in Fig. 2, that the appropriate value of K,,(in the spirit
17 T

of the local density approximation ) is somewhere in the broad range of
0.45 ^ K_ - 0.90 (fnf ). This corresponds to a local density in which the

F

two nucleons collide in the range of 4% to 33% of nuclear saturation

density. We confess a certain ignorance of how to choose this parameter

accurately and therefore carry an upper and lower estimate throughout the

remaining calculations leading up to 1(0). the results for Fermi motion

averaging are displayed in the bottom half of Figs. 5a and 5b for the

real and imaginary amplitudes, respectively. Since the only variable is

the drift momentum we choose to represent all results on a universal

scale of incident lab energy per nucleon. For simplicity we continue

to treat an N=Z projectile and we feel that the broad range of Kp results

presented should cover most ion-ion collision possibilities in this energy

region.

The Fermi motion averaging has an effect easily anticipated. It

damps the energy dependence in proportion to the amount of internal motion.

ill) Off-shell correction. In some fashion we must take account

of the fact that the nucleons in the media do not collide on the energy

shell. They are bound in the nucleus and experience some average
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attractive potential. A proper A matrix will account for this by eraploy-
0

ing off-shell propagators for the nucleona. It has been well established

that the A matrix resulting from realistic nucleon-nucleon potentials
o

is smoothly dependent on off-shell energy. Thus one may reliably estimate
13

fE(o) = *E(o) - « ux > +< u2 » £ yo> (20)
E

where <U1> and <l»2> are average potential energies experienced by particles

1 and 2, respectively and E denotes the lab kinetic energy per particle.

We take < D > to be -15 MeV for surface nucleons. Actually the correction

is not very large but does go in the same direction as the Fermi motion

average. It tends to completely eliminate energy dependence of. both

components of the amplitude as demonstrated at the top of Figs. 6a and 6b.

iv) Pauli correction. Until this point we have dealt with a

matrix which would conventionally be called the reference *• matrix. It

has all the many-body effects except a correction for the Pauli principle.

If we had an exact reference <*, denoted by c^, we could obtain the exact

a via an operator identity

13
We have evaluated the second term in (21) in a Feral gas nodel by

en-ploying approximations consistent with our above discussions. Hie
13

analytic structure of the answer is

f(0) - 7(0) + (f«)) F(ko,KF) +^?<0)J (̂kjj.K,.) + ... (22)

[ to

1 +]£
n-1
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where F is a complex function involving many algebraic terms not con-

veniently presentable here. The effect of the Pauli corrections is large

and again cooperative with the direction of the previous corrections.

A marked sensitivity to the selection of K_ emerges as displayed at the

bottom of Figs. 6a and 6b. The physical meaning of the Faull correction
13

is intuitively obvious. Without keeping the audience in suspense any

longer, let us leap immediately to compare this crude approximation of

the lowest order theory with fits to the available data to determine

the "best" 1(0). The best fit values are also displayed in Figs. 6a

and 6b. The great consolation at the low energy region to be derived

from this is the fact that the total target dependence seems to be well

accounted for by this crude version of the sndel. The additional fact

that almost no energy dependence is required by the data Is alao consistent

with the K_ * 0.45 fm" results. Around 40 MeV/n one nay conjecture that

even the crude model with K p" 0.45 la beginning to yield true predictive

power to about a 20V. accuracy in the atrength parametera.

To recap the progress of thaae corrections we ace that at the low

energy of about 10 HcV/n the •anybody effects can account for about a

factor of 4 In the strength constant and chat factor reduces the imaginary

strength and increases the real atrength from their respective

statistics averaged on-sttell values. What atarted out on-sfc*ll aa atrong

energy dependence dua primarily to the SQ "resonance" and the 3S.-3D, deutcron

pole has largely been ellataated or even reversed In trend by the Miry-

body effects. Within the uncertainty in choice of K., the theoretical

f(0) seems consistent with the values required to give bast fits to the

data.
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It ahould be pointed out that the lowest order model presented

above ahould only be expected to work in the diftractive region. Thus,

all least square* fits are restricted to that region. We relegate to a

later work those improvements to the model that could handle the non-

diCfractive large-angle scattering phenomena.

Fig. 7 displays the fit for a + uoPb at 139 MeV along with the
19

Maryland experimental data. A high quality description is obtained

through the first 3 orders of magnitude in do/da_. This is obtained
K

only when the complexity of proper finite range and proper density tails

are included in the geometry of V .

We are confident that we have now fulfilled a fairly stringent

set of criteria for the lowest order potential at low energies.

V. EVOLUTION FROM 40 MeV/n to 100 MeV/n

One is encouraged by the above results to extend the application

of the model to this region to examine further the diminishing role of

the many •'body effects. One may hope that the model in its present crude

form may have true predictive power here since most of the corrections

should be smaller and more accurately handled by our methods. Further-

more, we will treat this region as the testing ground for alterations

in the dynamical framework -- especially the question of the validity

of the Glauber and eikonal approximations.

First, we define the eikonal approximation within the context of

the present optical model and then proceed to examine some numerical
21

results. We follow the discrete eikonal sum approach of Dar and Kirzon

in which the nucleus-nucleus elastic scattering amplitude is given by

F(8) - Fc(fl)
 + 2 i k ^ < 2 * + l ) exp(2i6^) {exp(2i6^)-l} P^cosB) (24)
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where F_(8) Is the Coulomb scattering amplitude for point charge distrl-\»
C N

butions (Rutherford scattering), 6. , &„ are the Coulomb and nuclear

phase shifts, respectively, and k is the relative ion-ion wave number.

Our approximate eikonal framework amounts to taking the nuclear phase shift

for given & to be that given by

•I
Vopt(b,z)dz (25)

where V is the Incident ion velocity, V ie given by Eq. (6b) and i

and b are related by the semiclasaical expression, Eq. (15). the above

result for the eikonal phase shift is easily obtained by an expansion of

the complex WKB phase shift to first order in V/E and its expected region

of validity should be thus limited to regions where WKB is valid and V/E

« 1. In the ion-ion situation V, in the form of Eq. (6b), can be very

208

deep. For a on Pb it gets to be about 300 MeV deep in its real com-

ponent. Thus one expects some trouble in employing the eikonal expansion

at this low energy. On the other hand, the strong peripherality and

localization of the ion-ion elastic scattering situation mitigates this

tremendously and motivates one to consider only the constraint that the

optical potential at the strong absorption radius obeys V(RgA)/E « 1.

This should be acceptable since the smaller Impact parameter portion of

the incident wave is completely damped. For elastic scattering typical

values of V(RgA) range from 1 to 20 MeV with the larger values occurring

with increasing lab energy. The correct criteria seems to lie somewhere

in between the above two estimates as we now demonstrate by actual computation.
3.22 40

Fig. 8a displays the Oraay elastic scattering data for a on Ca
at 166 MeV. The heavy solid curve depicts the results of a standard
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Schrtdinger calculation as described in the previous section while the

dashed-dot curve represents our eikonal approximation results using the

seme VQ £. Through the first three diffractive oscillations about a

207. discrepancy emerges but the discrepancy is essentially constant

after about 30°. Now, for forward angle scattering at this energy one

may argue that the eikonal approximation is somewhat useful but one

naturally wonders if one couldn't do better.

The other popular approximation to investigate ia the Glauber

approximation. The chief difference between eikcnal and Glauber under

our model setup is the fact that Glauber theory instructs us to use

on-ahcll amplitude* with, possibly, a Pauli correction. This Pauli

correction in the Fermi gas limit differs from the one previously de-
23

scribed and has been worked out by Glauber for particle-nucleus

scattering. Otherwise, the analytic framework that results from eikonal-

izing our V .Is formally the same as the extension of Glauber theory
opt 21,24

in the "optical limit" to the nucleus-nucleus situation. We have

not yet calculated the amplitudes, f(0), appropriate to a Glauber approxi-

mation but we can offer as an indication of its usefulness a fit of 1(0)

to the data in this approximation. This is in a spirit similar to fitting

f(0) in the SchrUdlnger framework. The Glauber best fit curve is dis-

played In Fig. 8b and is remarkably close to the best fit curve in the

Schrttdlnger framework. The difference In the beat fit values in the

two frameworks at this energy Is a 4O3i increase In Imf<0) obtained in

the Glauber approximation. It remains to be seen whether this is consistent

with Che Glauber prescription far calculating f(0). Aa a side note, It

should be indicated that we have kept the finite range nucleon-nucleon

force In our calculation of (25).
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Let us Increase the energy of the or particle to 70 HeV/n and

examine the same set of calculations again. Unfortunately, we do not

have the guidance of experimental data here. We therefore take the

SchrUdinger results with theoretical f(0) values as "pseudo data." He

display SchrBdinger and eikonal results in Fig. 9a. Eikonal has improved

dramatically as an approximation by this energy.

Taking the pseudo data as described and fitting to obtain the

"Glauber" best fit value we find a 12% increase in the real strength and

a 257. increase in the imaginary strength gives the curve depicted in Fig. 9b.

At the Indicated rates of improvement one suspects that by 100 MeV/n

the eikonal will be an excellent approximation to the results obtained

in the SchrUdinger framework. After 100 MeV/n Glauber, eikonal and

SchrUdinger should all be nearly the same since the many-body effects

have died out substantially. In the region from 40 to 100 MeV/n the Glauber

approximation should have some validity. However, at this stage of our results we

can only say that the Glauber approximation is valid as long as 1(0) is

adjusted to fit the data. The actual calculation of f(0) for the Glauber

approximation is very straightforward and we should have it shortly.

All the above has been preliminary to convince the audience that

the microscopic approach can be useful to understand a vast body of

ioi:-ion data without recourse to 4 or 6 free parameters as employed in

conventional phenomenology. With the justification we have pre-

sented above we now wish to attempt to use the predictive pomr, auch ••

it is, that a no free parameter model is supposed to yield.

As promised earlier we present here an argument why one can forego

great care in denaity selection beyond 100 or 200 MeV/a. He do this by
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examining the classical distance of closest approach in the elastic

channel as a function of energy. This is the strong absorption radius

described by Eq. (15). As a rather model independent quantity, it

serves as a useful measure of the amount of matter penetration. In

Fig. 10 we display the difference ARg. between this strong absorption

radius and the sum of the RMS radii of the colliding ions. As energy

increases AR-A shrinks yielding greater matter penetration. This implies

less and less sensitivity of the elastic scattering to that part of the

optical potential which depends most strongly on the tails of the matter

distributions. Thusjfor purposes of higher energy calculations

(> 200 MeV/n) of elastic, total and reaction cross sections it should

be a good first approximation to take all matter distributions from

elastic electron scattering measurements of charge density. This we do

for the results presented in the remainder of this talk.

VI. THE VALIDITY OF THE FACTORIZATION HYPOTHESIS

AT INTERMEDIATE AND HIGH ENERGIES

We would like now to report on some recent results obtained in
25

collaboration with Saul Barshay from which the bulk of this section is
26

extracted. This work was stimulated by the proposals that nucleus-nucleus

total cross sections.should factorize because a simple exchange process should

occur. These arguments have been briefly summarised by J. Jaros and

M. Richardson in previous talks. We assume the validity of the Glauber

multiple scattering framework to predict nucleus-nucleus and nucleon-

nucleus total, reaction, and elastic cross sections at intermediate and high

energies. Our results predict that factorization holds to 207. if the radii

of the projectile and target nuclei do not differ by more than 50%.

This fact and the gross violation of factorisation can be explained in
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the context of a simple geometric model. These results clearly indicate

that if factorization is to be used to demonstrate the validity of
26

the Chew hypothesis it must be shown to hold for nuclei with vastly

differing sizes. Let us Introduce a geometric parameter which is a

measure of the relative size of the colliding systems:

x = R^/Rg (26)

where A and B are the atomic numbers of the projectile and target, R,

and R_ are nuclear radii.

The factorization ratios defined by

rAB " <°AB)2/0M°iM (27)

25,29-31

have also been of considerable recent interest. He have num-

erically evaluated such ratios for a wide variety of nucleus-nucleus

reactions, in order to see under what conditions the factorization hypo-

thesis r * 1 Is numerically valid. Order of magnitude deviations from

r * 1 are observed In some cases, but are understandable in terms of a

simple geometric limit

16x2
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Note that r » 1 for x « 1, i.e., when the target and projectile

vary greatly in size. The fact that r s l to within 20% for many

reactions does not necessarily imply that high energy concepts such

as the Pomeron are required for the description of such reactions.

If x ss 1, values r ss 1 are also produced by the simple geometrical

model of Eq. (28). In order to substantiate a given high energy

model, it seems likely that unless the total cross sections and

factorization ratios deviate significantly from the dictates of

geometry, one must look at more detailed properties of the nucleus-

nucleus interaction. In all likelihood, these gross features will

be explainable within the framework of conventional nuclear theory,

at leaBt in the domain of energy presently accessible.

For the purpose of these calculations we neglect the Coulomb

potential and assume that f (0) = f (0) = f (0). These should be satis-
np pp . nn

factory approximations for the energies we consider here. We also

make the zero range approximation for the nucleon-nucleon interaction.

The error thus introduced is partially cancelled by using densities

obtained from electron scattering experiments without correcting for

the finite size of the proton.
T

Using the relation a,_, = 4TTlmf.TO/k between the nucleon-° NN NN
T r

nucleon total cross section a _ and the amplitude f-_, Lk is the

NN wave number], we can write Eq. (25) in the form

8N(b) = X ^ b ) = a^(i+P)T(b)/4

p = Ref(0)/Imf(0) (29)

where

T(b) = i dx/"dr' PA(r-r')PB(r') . (30)
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TUsing the optical theorem, the total cross section a A D for

reaction A4B is given by

/ fl"e cos(2RexAB(b))}bdb

0

CTAB = 4" / fl"e cos(2RexAB(b))}bdb (31)

0

The total reaction cross section a^ and the total elastic cross

section a«_ are given by

I
0

? AB
a = 2n I (1-e *" )bdb

0

Another quantity of interest is the slope b ^ of the elastic

diffraction peak. This we obtain from the elastic scattering differ-
2

ential cross section da/dt for small t = -q via the equation

AB

<dCTAVdt)t=O

By making a Taylor expansion of F. (t> for small t, we obtain

bAB " * 2|g " ) | Z
 ltaFAB(°)ReGAB-ReFAB(0)lmGAB)

™ 2iX,n(b)

(33)

GAB - J le -lJ" db . (34)

3

The b weighting in G_ enhances the contribution of large impact para-

meters b and thus b^ is more sensitive to the behavior of p. and pR

in the surface and tail regions.
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In addition to the cross sections, we are also interested in

the factorization ratios r.n defined by

K 9
rAB * (bAB} /bAA bBB (35)

The factorization hypothesis, as usually formulated in high energy

Tphysics, refers to the ratio r^_ of total cross sections; strict

T
factorization means r,_ « 1. One of the main purposes here is to
^ • — — • — * — ^ ^ ^ m>

investigate to what extent the factorization hypothesis applies to

real nucleus-nucleus collisions. In the simple geometrical picture

which we have outlined above, all of the quantities r ^ of Eq. (35)

are on the same footing; there is nothing special about the ratio

of total cross sections. Qualitatively, we find that the degree to

which factorization is satisfied is much the same for each of the
in p n L

quantities r _ ' ' ' ; gross deviations from strict factorization are

explainable in each case by a simple geometric formula (28).

T
The nucleon-nucleon cross sections a~. and the ratios B of

the real to imaginary parts of the amplitude which we used are shown in

Table 1. The values for 0.52 £ E^^ < 7.0 GeV are obtained from Ref. 33

and the values at 25 GeV from Ref. 34. In each of these cases, we

T
assumed g « (3 . At 0.1 GeV, the values of c ^ and g were calcu-

20
lated directly from phase shifts. In this case, Bn =1.18. As
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we see from Table 1, 0 varies from large positive values to sizable

negative values as we pass from low to high energy, while the total

cross section remains relatively constant. As we shall see explicitly

below, these large variations in g produce only very minor variations

in the nucleus-nucleus cross sections.

For a description of the nuclear densities p. and pfi, we employ

parametric representations obtained from analyses of electron

35
scattering data, and we refer to Ref. 25 for the details on this

selection. Table 2 gives the rms radii of the nuclei discussed for

rapid reference.

In Table 3, we show a selection of our numerical results for

°AB ' aAB an<i bAE a t 1*05 Gey1 per particle. The reactions are

ordered according to the parameter x « min C ^ / U R I \^k}' *h e r e R*

and Rg are the r.m.s. radii of the colliding nuclei, listed in

Table 2.

Several points are to be noted about the results of Table 3,

which are very similar to our results at other incident energies:

a) The reaction cross sections a.D are generally quite close
AD

to a geometric limit TT(R A
E Q + R ^ ) 2 where R ^ - (5/3)* RA is the

equivalent spherical radius (i.e., the radius of a uniform distribution

having the same r.m.s. radius). This corresponds to our most naive

expectation on the basis of two colliding black spheres.
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b) The ratio of total cross section to reaction cross section

is generally of order 1.7-1.8, except for collisions between two

relatively light nuclei. This is close to the geometric limit of 2.

c) The elastic slopes b._ are close to the limit
AJS

EO EO 2b,D sa i(R. +R_ ) , which one would expect on the basis of the black
AD A D

sphere model, for which

• 4

"AB

- R E Q +RA +

llm 7 Jtn
t-» 0 c

4
J i«RAir

W A B

2

(36)

~ 1/3
If we assume that R. • TgA , then in the geometrical limit

we expect

T ~ (A (37)

2 2
with rQ = 5/3 r^ . In Fig. 11, we show the calculated total cross

T
sections a.o at 2.1 GeV. The points correspond to the reactions

AD

listed in Table 3. The solid curve represents the geometrical

approximation of Eq. (37), with r. adjusted to correctly reproduce

the cross sections for the heaviest nuclei. Since rL is of the

order of lfm, we expect r. « (?) « 1.29 fm, which is close to the

value r. - 1.27fm used in Fig. 11.
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We have also calculated proton-nucleus cross sections as a

function of energy. Note that our proton-nucleus calculations can

either be regarded as the folding of the extended proton density

together with a zero range interaction or as the folding of a point

proton together with a finite range Gaussian interaction. This

latter interpretation is to be preferred, but the numerical calcu-

lations are identical. Some typical results are given in Table 4,

for a proton energy of 800 MeV. This table may be of some

qualitative interest to experimentalists engaged in intermediate

energy proton-nucleus scattering at the Los Alamos Meson Physics

Facility. We note that one only approaches the geometric limit

T Ra._ /a,_ - 2 for heavy targets. Thus for light targets, we expect

the proton to be sensitive to the whole nuclear volume, and hence

Ta „ <* B for relatively small B. For heavier targets, the strongerpB

absorption restricts the proton's interaction to the surface region,

T 2/3
and hence a _ « B for large B. These features are indicated in

pB
Fig. 12; one sees the change from a volume to a surface reaction as we
increase B. Further results to substantiate this behavior is presented

25
in a forthcoming work.

The energy dependence of the cross sections in the region

0.1-25 GeV/particle is shown in Fig. 13 for three typical reactions.

The nucleus-nucleus cross sections are seen to be essentially constant

in this energy region, in spite of large variations in p, i.e., the

real part of the NN amplitude. This is so because the nucleon-nucleon

Tcross section o^ is sufficiently large so that we are near the
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geoaetr'.c limit at all the energies considered, Equivalent!?, U

the optical potential Is very absorptive Cctose to the btack sphere

limit), there is little sensitivity to tht real pact of she aettattal,

within reasonable limits. It is worth noting that other aspects ol

ion-ion collisions need not be so energy independent and at fevaiai:

energies of 1-2 GeV/n ft would be interesting to ste the role played

by g since it is almost exactly zero at 1.0 CeV but siRttifleantly

large at 2.0 SeV/n.

As indicated, the total and reaction cross sections are close to

the geometric limit, except for reactions where both projectile mni

target are very light nuclei. If we have o^. * 2«t**A * S * •

all of the factorisation ratios rT, r*, r8, rb wilt be close to the

simple geometric limit

rG -

where x - min i*^'*^*, ^f***}- *« «•• »*• «* P»«* *•»•

calculated ratios »•> a function of x at 1.0S CeV. The gecatetric

limit r of Eq. (38) is shown for comparison, and is seen to provide

a semi-quantitative account of the calculated results. Note

that for small x, the deviations from strict factorization are

quite large. However, if -j ̂  x - 1 (i.e., the nuclei do not differ

In radius by more than SOK), the deviations from strict factorisation



n

*r» *«;«* c» fee £ 29%. ttii* fit eutHClnlty ttw region of x considered

fey ffiitt«*fttt *** t * s f i l .

In Ta»t* S>( «• «I»M int eakwlatte" ftocttHrlMttoR ratios for

fWH«m>ttMCttws interact tona «i tOO «#*. As * toeaMts Mwllar, ortfut

«**» «>f tht »uele«a*«MM!l<n«t rtmtcs In Fig. I * , tfet

£#(; tart*««(«« ;«£i»t a£ t * * U S «t*»fcit ewo

i««ittrle iteis r •

tij t* * dirtex e«M«ftt«(K* ei #>, *lm* ttw

t®Ci«l > t fc»r t m 0 < x < i (3f)

tot M « t {«fuct *Ue mtetcl}* An

raslo t < » weuW ctttn liwltcat* th* f*it<tt* of t l» «Jo|tt«

Irow »«rtce f«eierix«tt«n if I) »re pradictadi

1C the colliding mi*lei *te of very <dfiffcrtiit »i«e. This ranult

fattous becaitMt the basic miclton*nucl«off intaracttoa I t of

relatively shore rang* and is «crong, laading to a larg* absorptive

part foe the nuctewnuclcut potantUl. laeause of the snong

absorption, mwtcws-mielcut elastic scattering is a peripheral process

and for the actual observed value of the KH cross section, we are

relatively close to the limit of black spheres. la view of this fact.
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the gross feature* of nucleus-nucleus cross sections at high energies

(1-25 GeV/partide) should be rather easy to Interpret in terms of

the geometrical model.

VII. MULTIPARTICLE PRODUCTION MULTIPLICITIES

37 38
It ha* been suggested ' thtt particle-nucleus multiplicities

at high energies would provide a sensitive test of the mechanism

underlying oMiltipartide production. Host models of multiparticle

38
production fall into two categories. The first category includes

those Models which assuae that the final multiparticle state is

directly produced in a aingie step from the colliding particles.

39
This Includes the particle fragmentation model , the nultiperipheral

40 41
awdel and its multi-Regge generalizations, and the breasstrahlung

42
analogy. The second category consists of those models which assume

a two-step Mechanism, where in the first step one or two compound

system* are produced which subsequently decay into the final multi-

particle states with lifetimes long conpared to the collision time.

43
Such model Include the diffraction excitation model and the one

44
or two fireball thermodynsnic models.

It has been shown ' * ' that under apparently reasonable

assumptions the one-step mechanisms, via a cascading phenomena, yield

large increases with energy in the ratio (<N(E)>/<n(E)>) of nucleon-

nucleus sultiparticles <N(E)> to nucleon-nucleon multiplicities

<n(E)> at the same energy. This result is illustrated by the

results of Dar and Vary in Fig. 15. Similar results were obtained
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with similar assumptions by other authors. Due to the cascading

phenomena, the heavier the target, the larger the number of average

mean free paths per event and thus the larger the Multiplicities

as compared to the pp results.

38The two step mechanism yields a sharply different prediction

illustrated by Fig. 16. Here there is no energy dependence to the

ratio provided enough energy is available in the incident bean to

supply all the collisions with essentially the initial energy. The

calculated result shows an A ( * behavior which is lnterpretable

as an average linear dimension of the nucleus. This average arises

because this mechanism is sensitive only to an average over impact

parameters of the depth of the nucleus as measured in nunbers of

47
mean free paths. It is indeed noteworthy that the Heckman Group

presented data that shows that the partial cross sections for a

given beam fragment produced in heavy-ion collisions is proportional

0 26
to Afc * . It is conceivable that this same average depth of the

target nucleus is again involved here.

49Recent data supports an energy Independent ratio and seems to

exclude any possibilities of cascades. Putting aside what con-

sequences this implies to those at this conference that are proponents

of TT condensates and such, let us examine what we might like to

learn from nucleus-nucleus multiplicities and its energy dependence

up to 1 TeV beam energies. Let us propose via analogy with the

38
particle-nucleus situation a model for nucleus-nucleus multiplicities
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iavolviog m intranucleus formation and transport of resonances

consistent with present leasing* towards two-step mechanisms, Imt

us then examine the rang* of rciuiu possible depending on the subsequent

hypotheses that ieu»e be proposed to make the Model for nucl«ue-nucleua

Multiplicities complete. It la this range of possibilities that

suggest* nucleus-nucleus collisions can help unravel the M yet

underterained features of aultiparticlc production mechanisms.

Specifically, let us consider the diffractiv* excitation

models.*3 According to these andtls, one or both of the colliding

particles are first excited into resonant states which have the

same internal quantum nuebere, excepting spin and parity, and

approximately the sa*e momenta at the original particles, tiiese

resonances subsequently decay via cascading (mainly via pion emission)

with small Q values (typically 300 MeV) into the final multiparticle

states. Since the average multiplicity increases very slowly with

energy (as the log of the energy, in fact), and since the average Q

value for the cascading decay of the resonances is also small, the

Important resonances are therefore of low-mass excitation and one

nay expect them to have lifetimes of familiar low excitation states,

say < r > ~ 100 MeV. Consequently, at high energy, a projectile

particle which is diffractively excited behaves in the target nucleus

like a stable particle due to tine dilatation. On the other hand,

resonances which are produced by diffractive excitation of target

nucleons have only small momenta in the lab frame. Thus, in both

the projectile and target nuclei,the resonances will start their
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caacadlng decay acaatiae after the nuclei are outside their inter-

action region. However, due to th* mall Q values, the decay

products will not have sufficient energy to Multiply via secondary

collisions while escaping out of their respective nuclei.

Due to the complexity of the nucleus-sucleus situation we

have now to examine aoae new possibilities. For example, it is

possible that one resonance can be produced in the projectile and

collide with another resonance produced ia the target by a previous

collision. What shall we assuae happens In such a situation?

Let us auanarise three global hypotheses that could be distinguished

by actual nucleus-nucleus experiments.

A - The saturated resonance hypothesis

Let us represent an unexcited nucleon by p and

an excited nucleon by F. Let F represent that

excitation which yields the appropriate average

number of decay products to reproduce the aeasured

pp multiplicities. Then in a nucleus-nucleus

collision we hypothesize that only the following

processes occur:

1) p+p -• p+F or p+p -» F+F

2) p+F -• F+F

3) F+F •• F+F

that is, in subseiuent resonance-resonance collisions, no

additional mass is created so the resonance stays at Its

Initial excitation energy. Only Steps 1) and 2) were

required to obtain predictions for particle-nucleus

38
multiplicities at high energies in the two-step approach.
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B - Linear Bootstrap hypothesis - Stacking

Let us now introduce the notation that F represent*

an excitation of F with on energy addition AE, about

the same as the difference in mass between p and F.

Thus F will decay with twice the mean multiplicity

as F. Similarly, F has an excitation energy about

AE again above F and decays with a mean multiplicity

three times that of F, etc. We now hypothesize that

the following processes occur:

1) p+p •» F+F

2) p+F -» F+F*

3) F+F -• F*+F*

4> F+F*-» F*+F**

etc.,

but the cross sections for all processes will be assumed

to be the same.

C - Statistical bootstrap hypothesis

It is conceivable that the increasing phase space for

further excitations of resonances will yield an

appropriately rising cross section for the processes

described under hypothesis B. This hypothesis would

yield the fastest rise in mean nucleus-nucleus

multiplicities as a function of projectile and target mass.
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Because of the mathematical simplicity that emerges we have

chosen hypothesis B for actual niMerical applications. It is

clear that A would yield lower multiplicities and less dependence

on the projectile and target masses. It is also clear that C

yields the steepest dependence on masses and the largest multi-

plicities. Thus, hypothesis B also serves as a guide.

We recall that the standard definition for mean charged

particle multiplicities in pp collisions is

< n'(E) > - g (40)

where n' is the number of charged particle tracks including the

two protons, an, is the partial cross section for n
1 tracks and

a is the total nucleon-nucleon cross section at that energy. For

our purposes, however, we want as an input to our results, the

average number of particles produced per collision, which we take

to be 3 8

< n(E) > - | < nc(E) > - | {< n'(E) > - 2} (41)

3
where the j is inserted to account for unobserved neutral particles

produced and in recognition of the fact that most of the produced

particles are n's. A satisfactory fit to the measured pp data is

obtained with51

< n(E) > * 0.63 ta(E/1.71) (42)
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where E is expressed in GeV.

(tow, we are able to readily evaluate the nucleus-nucleus

mean multiplicities under hypothesis B. Every elementary collision

yields the measured pp mean multiplicity since it "stacks"

this mass on top of the mass increases due to previous collisions.

The total number of collisions, N, at impact parameter b is just

N(E,b) = crT(b) (43)

so that, in analogy with the general definition (40) we can define

the mean multiplicity for particles (charged and uncharged) produced

in nucleus-nucleus collisions at very high energies

N(E,b) < n(E) > a.n
T(b) bdb

H(E) > = — s *2 r- (44)
CTAB

T T
where, o ^ is given by eqn. (31) and o ^ (b) is just integrand in

T
eqn. (31) . Since a^- (b) ~ 1 in the interior region, we have the useful

approximation from (44)

e
AB (45)

14Fig. 17 displays calculated results for N on various targets. The

energy is assumed large enough so that nucleons in the projectile

loose insignificant amounts of energy when resonances are produced.

The elementary cross-sections for all processes is taken to be 38 mb.
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The approximation (45) is seen to be well satisfied and thus

simple geometry dominates the picture under hypothesis B.

It is worthwhile remarking once again for the sake of

emphasis that the two-step mechanism yields a prediction for

< N(E) >/< n(E) > which is energy independent. Hypothesis B

has been employed for simplicity and the results that emerge

have a simple dependence on projectile and target mass.

For lower energies, such as those attainable at the Berkeley

Bevalac, the above treatment should be modified mainly to accommodate

the energy loss since it is a significant fraction of the incident

energy. The effect, at Bevalac energies, will be to shift the

curve down somewhat and flatten it out especially for heavier

targets where the large number of mean free paths cannot be used

entirely.

SUMMARY

The reader is asked to read the Abstract again.
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Table 1. Nucleon-nucleon Cross Sections and P Values as a Function of Energy.

LAB KINETIC ENERGY (GeV)

0.10

0.52

0.65

0.80

0.90

1.05

2.1

4.2

7.0

25.0

68.0
35.22
38.45
39.61
39.61
40.39
43.14
42.06
41.3
38.9

32.0
34.03
42.90
46.76
47.34
47.50
44.45
41.17
40.0
38.90

1.87
0.550
0.443
0.144
0.0017

-0.073
-0.292
-0.330
-0.320
-0.154
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Table 2. Nuclear r.ra.s. radii

Nucleus

AHe

40Ar

58Ni

90Zr

120Sn

208Pb

1.71

3.47

3.73

4.26

4.64

5.49
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Table 3. Calculated Cross Sections and Elastic Slopes at 1.05 GeV/particle

Reaction A+B

Of +

a +
12c
14N

a +
16o
12c

"*
cr +

2 0 8Pb

9 0 Zr

+ 2°8Pb

+
2 0 8 P b

58Ni

+
 208Pb

+
 90Zr

+
 90Zr

l 6 0

4 0 Ar +
2 0 8 Pb

1 6 0

12c
14N

a +
16o
9 0 z ,

*°A,

+
 90Zr

+
 58N1

+ 58Ni
l2c

+
 58Ni

r + 208Pb

: +
 902r

1 2 0 Sn +
 2 0 8 Pb

12c
14N

9 0 z ,
4 0 A,

3He

14N

+
 160

+
 160

: +
1 2 0 S n

• + 58Ni

+ a

+
 1 2c

X

0.312

0.399

0.450

0.452

0.458

0.S01

0.576

0.578

0.622

0.627

0.641

0.662

0.665

0.692

0.737

0.776

0.802

0.845

0.898

0.902

0.918

0.922

0.966

0.996

oAB
R(barns)

2,58

1.66

3.39

3.46

1.28

3.70

2.32

2.38

0.68

4.81

2.58

1.85

1.90

0.56

2.07

5.86

3.49

6.40

1.10

1.14

4.86

2.89

0.26

0.98

°ABT/0ABR

1.78

1.72

1.82

1.82

1.70

1.82

1.77

1.78

1.58

1.83

1.78

1.76

1.77

1.55

1.77

1.85

1.79

1.86

1.67

1.69

1.84

1.78

1.35

1.67

b AB ( £ n )

19.24

12.43

25.37

25.93

9.57

27.71

17.31

17.77

5.31

36.06

19.20

13.76

14.14

4.47

15.44

44.12

26.06

48.28

8.27

8.56

36.51

21.57

2.51

7.38
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Table 4. Proton-Nucleus Cross Secttoas and Elastic Slopes at 800 MeV

Reaction oAB"(barns)

p + 3He
p + a
p + 6 L l
p + 9Be

P +
1 2 c

P

p +
1 8 0

p + 28S1

P +
3 2 S

4

P +

P +
6 8 Z «

P +
 90Zr

p + 1 2°Sn
'ce

P +
2 0 8 K,

0.093
0.108
0.174
0.223
0.267
0.289
0.340
0.361
0.449
0.498
0.554
0.637
0.715
0.785
0.943
1.068
1.285
1.414
1.723
1.815

1.18

1.24

1.20

1.28

1.33

1.38

1.36

1.38

1.41

1.43

1.44

1.47

1.51

1.55

1.54

1.60

1.63

1.66

1.70

1.70

1.38

1.37

2.38

2.50

2.64

2.71

3.25

3.33

3.98

4.34

4.86

5.42

5.83

6.18

7.565

8.26

9.83

10.69

12.91

13.62
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Table 5. Proton-Nucleus Factorization Ratio* at 800 HeV

Reaction x r

208Pb

•T rR r E r b rG

p + 3He 0.452 1.14 1.24 0.80 1.67 1.36

p + a 0.468 1.24 1.34 1.05 l.SS 1.33

p -I- 6Li 0.332 1.42 1.67 0.88 2.36 1.78

p -I- 9Be 0.331 1.82 2.08 1.55 2.18 1.79

p + 12C 0.324 2.27 2.49 2.38 2.10 1.83

p + 14N 0.323 2.55 2.70 3.02 2.06 1.84

p + 160 0.291 2.77" 3.00 3.10 2.37 2.05

p + 180 0.289 3.03 3.20 3.70 2.36 2.06

p + 24Mg 0.264 3.74 3.82 5.01 2.63 2 )

p + 28S1 0.256 4.16 4.15 5.93 2.75 2.3.

p + 32S 0.256 4.46 4.42 6.46 2.96 2.37

p + w A r 0.233 S.25 5.03 8.28 3.17 2.66
AD

p + Ti 0.222 6.28 5.78 10.90 3.35 2.83

p + 58Ni 0.215 7.44 6.59 13.98 3.55 2.95

p+ 6 8 Zn 0.196 8.17 7.33 15.00 4.09 3.33

p + 90Zr 0.186 10.15 8.58 20.83 4.44 3.57

p + 120Sn 0.172 12.48 10.23 27.10 5.15 3.99

p+ 1 4 0 Ce 0.165 14.50 11.55 33.09 5.65 4.23

p + l97Au 0.150 18.31 13.98 44.59 6.69 4.86
0.146 19.14 14.56 46.88 6.98 5.06
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Representation of two generalized distributions of interacting

particles, r is the radius vector separating their centers of

mass while r. and r, are Internal vectors locating arbitrary

particles. Then r+r,-r_ is the vector argument of the particle-

particle interaction.

40
Fig. 2 Mass distributions for Ca and a. The point mass distribution for

40

Ca is.the result of shell model calculations based on potentials

of Ref. 16 while the O point nass distribution is obtained by

unfolding the finite proton size from the density determined by fits

to electron scattering.

Fig. 3 Minimum chl square/pt. in fits to a data with the folding model

versus the range in femtometers of the complex nucleon-nucleon
—2 1/2

Of matrix. The actual range is y « (y + 0.64) to account

for the use of the scaled electron scattering density for the a

particle. No center of mass corrections were employed for the

target densities.

Fig. 4 Behavior of the best fit values of f(0) versus the range in

femtometers of the complex nucleon-nucleon Qf matrix. See caption
0

to Fig. 3.

Fig. S The statistics average (top) and Fermi motion average (bottom) of

the measured nucleon-nucleon forward scattering amplitude versus

the incident nucleon's lab energy. Kp is the Fermi momentum in

inverse femtometers employed in a Fermi gas average as described

in the text. The solid curve represents the statistics average

result and is labelled by K_ • 0 at the bottom to indicate it contains

no many-body effects.
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Fig. 6. The off-shell corrected (top) and Pauli corrected (bottom)

forward scattering anplltude versus the Incident nucleon's lab

energy. The discrete points are the value of f(0) determined by

least squares fits to available experimental data In the folded

model with the range 7 = 1.25 fin. The remarkable degree of

independence of f(0) and the near absence of energy dependence

is noteworthy.

Fig. 7 Example of the results of a least squares fit within the folded model

(y = 1.25fin) to the measurements (Ref. 19) of cross section divided

by the Rutherford cross section. No attempt Is made to fit the

data beyond center of mass scattering angle, 6 , of 40 since

this lowest order model is not expected to be viable beyond the

diffractive scattering region.

Fig. 8 Comparison of various dynamical frameworks for fixed (folded

40
density) interaction with the experimental data for Q + Ca

at 166 MeV. The eikonal and Glauber frameworks are functionally

identical but elkonal employs the SchrtJdinger best fit value

of "f(0). For Glauber,"f(0) Is adjusted to give a least squares

fit to the data.

Fig. 9 Comparison of various dynamical frameworks for fixed (folded

40
density) interaction with pseudo data for a + Ca at 280 MeV.

The pseudo data are the SchrOdinger results at 5° intervals with

the strength parameter taken from theory. A noticeable Improvement

in the eikonal approximation is observed when compared with the

- results in Fig. 8.

Fig. 10 Behavior of the strong absorption radius, ROA, In fin with the

energy per nucleon for a scattering on various targets. &R .,

SA

the difference In fm between the strong absorption radius and
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Fig. 10 the sum of the r.ra.s. radii of the colliding objects is actually
(cont'd)

plotted for convenience.

T
Fig. 11 Total nucleus-nucleus cross sections o.B at 2.1 GeV per particle,

AD

as a function of A + B . The points correspond to the

reactions listed in Table 3. The solid curve represents the

geometrical approximation.
T

Fig. 12 Calculated proton-nucleus total cross sections a at 800 MeV lab

energy. The points correspond to the reactions listed in Table 4.

2/3
The two solid curves proportional to B and B are obtained by

T
approximately fitting the small B and large B behavior of o „ .

pB

See Ref. 23 for more complete, results.

Fig. 13 Predicted energy dependence cf nucleus-nucleus total cross sections

in the energy range 0.1-25 GeV per particle. The points correspond

to the energies and elementary cross sections listed in Table 1.

Three typical reactions have been chosen from Table 3.

Fig. 14 Factorization ratios rT, rR, rE and rb of Eq. (35) at 1.05 GeV

per particle as a function of the relative size parameter x. The

points correspond to the reactions listed in Table 3. The solid
ft

curves represent the geometrical limit r of Eq. (38).

Fig. 15 Ratio of the average particle multiplicity in proton-nucleus

collisions < N(E) > , based on an intranucleus cascading model

described in Ref. 38, to the measured average multiplicity in pp

collisions < n(E) > as a function of incident energy and atomic

number of the target nucleus. These results are extracted from

Ref. 38 for pedantic purposes.
Fig. 16 Ratio of the average particle multiplicity in proton-nucleus

collisions < N(E) > , based on the diffractive excitation model
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Flg. 16 as described in the text, to the measured average multiplicity
(cont'd)

in pp collisions < n(E) > as a function of atomic number of the

target nucleus. These results are also extracted from Ref. 38.

14
Fig. 17 Ratio of the average multiplicity in N-nucleus collisions

< N(E) > , based on a two-step mechanism with subsidiary assump-

tions as described in the text, to the measured average multiplicity

in pp collisions < n(E) > as a function of atomic number of the

target nucleus. The dashed curve provides a comparison with the

simple approximate analytic result of Eq. (45)..
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